
Star Asset Security
Promoting Efficiency and Preventing Losses

Company Highlights

Star Asset Security is a nationwide company focused on delivering
high-quality Physical Security Services to its customers. They
handle hundreds of new quotes each month and deliver high
quality.

Star focuses on designing, deploying, and managing the
performance of technology used in physical security, such as
Access Control, IP Video Surveillance, and Intrusion detection.
Their high-quality focus has enabled them to grow quickly and
expand into many markets around the United States.

The Challenge

With Star’s rapid growth, the need to make signi cant changes in
their existing Enterprise Resource Planning Tool (ERP), Sedona
O ce, became an administrative bottleneck. While their system is
very mature and handles most of their day-to-day needs, the
inventory and customer management pieces created bottlenecks in
their work ow. Adding new customers to their ERP is
complicated and cumbersome, with no business rules to help
standardize their customers and no ability to automate large
numbers of similar customers. Further, all taxes had to be
manually looked up and input into the system--a task that took
over 15 minutes per customer site.

Figure 1. A view of Datably’s web portal for inventory management

Moreover, in a world where prices are changing every month and
over 19,000 parts are in their database, managing price changes
from their vendors on inventory became very tricky. The system

required multiple manual calculations, ensuring data was copied
into numerous elds and validating that the checkboxes on all the
options were set up correctly. Because updating inventory was so
di cult, it wasn’t done, leading to quotes based on old pricing,
which would lead to the company’s losing money:

“Updating our inventory was so challenging that we
would end up with incorrect pricing. This would
lead to us having a job that we expected to have a
30% margin on, to actually lose money because the
materials were priced so incorrectly.”

Philip Trambly, Accountant

Losing both time and money, Star needed to nd a solution that
enabled them to obtain growth through automation and
integration.

The Datably Solution

Our rst task was to address the biggest problem, their inventory
management. Datably built a custom web portal that enabled
users to quickly and e ectively update inventory without needing
to do manual calculations or have native knowledge of which
settings to put in place for each part in inventory. We replaced a
slow system, used through a Remote Desktop Session, with a web
portal that was very quick and easy. This made updating inventory
almost e ortless and even a little fun. All updates are synced into
their ERP immediately, with all versions maintained for easy
tracking and the ability to roll back changes. Not only does this
provide superb usability, but it enables new reporting of changes
in inventory pricing over time. Something that their current ERP
could not support.

To address the complexity of creating accounts in a standardized
way, we built a form for them to create new Customer Accounts
with only the minimum elds required. This enabled us to enforce
business rules around account standardization and requirements
for creating an account.
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In addition to the simplified form, address validation and
customer tax rates, which had long been significant issues with
their current ERP, were fully automated. Datably’s web portal
enabled them to validate addresses against the Google Places API
and automatically pull tax rates for their customers via the Avalara
API. This significantly reduced the number of errors in creating
new accounts, reduced overhead for keeping account taxes up to
date regularly, and enabled confidence in the users that invoices
sent to customers would not be turned away because of a wrong
address.

The Benefits

‘Do in six minutes what used to take sixty’ is the key motto of our
project with Star Asset Security. Datably enabled their employees
to quickly and efficiently update inventory and tax rates and create
new customers while maintaining standardization across their
ERP. We have thus saved them hundreds of hours of manual,
tedious, and error-prone labor.

Item Before Integration After Integration

Adding a new Customer 20 minutes 1 minute

Adding a new Tax Code 15 minutes 5 seconds

Updating an existing part 2.5 minutes 13 seconds

Adding hundreds of
customers

80+ hours 4 hours

Table 1. Estimated times before and after our web portal creation

Further, by updating costs for inventory properly, they are now
invoicing and taxing correctly across the board. This has saved
thousands of dollars.

“Where our employees previously had to spend hours entering in
data manually, we now have the opportunity to help Star continue
to grow through innovation.”

Our Partnership and Beyond

“One of the key effects of our partnership with Datably has been a
continual improvement of our business processes through
partnering with a company that effectively understands what our
processes look like and builds software that enforces those rules.
They didn’t just build a system and move on; they are here to
answer any questions we have and continue to hone our business
processes through automation.”

We continue to improve on the current integrations with their
ERP and other applications and continuously add new features to
solve

more complex problems that enable their employees to contribute
to the success of Star Asset Security, promoting efficiency and
preventing loss.

Project Snapshot

Customer

Star Asset Security
https://www.starassetsecurity.com
Orlando, FL

Industry

Technology Managed Service Provider

Software Integrations

Sedona Office
Avalara Taxes
Google Places API

Project Summary

Built a web portal that integrates directly into their ERP
system and enables Star Asset to quickly update and
manage inventory, add new customers, and manage taxes
for all of their customer sites automatically. Integrations
into Google Places API for address validation and
Avalara Taxes for taxation on Customer Sites enables
them to have confidence that their data is correct.
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